The S-Box™ Mini-TR unit is beautifully simple, but is also small and robust. It is constructed from solid steel, and is built to perform in the toughest of kitchen environments.

Its **instant** “pop-up” action delivers two tamper-resistant power outlets and a reachable on/off switch, all at the simple touch of a finger.

For that ultimate ‘designer touch’ it gets even better! . . . because the S-Box™ Patent also includes the unique ability to **customise** the unit’s top with a piece of matching counter material . . . and still be able to lift automatically!

The S-Box™ system is therefore the only ‘pop-up’ countertop system that can be disguised into its surroundings. A true ‘chameleon’ product . . . where the possibilities are endless!

**NOTE:** ALL CUTTING PROCESSES SHOULD BE DONE BY YOUR COUNTERTOP PROVIDER
At last! There is a ‘designer’ solution for countertop power!

MINI TR is part of the S-Box™ range of global “pop-up” power solutions